
SHORTER NOTE

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of

an unusually elegant and polished character, for which there is nor-

mally no other outlet.

A NEW PROOF OF A STABILITY ESTIMATE
OF LYAPUNOV1

HARRY HOCHSTADT

A classical theorem due to Lyapunov [l ; 2] is the following:

Theorem. Let pit)fâÇ) be a non-negative, piecewise continuous, pe-

riodic function of period T. Then all solutions of

y" + Pit)y = o

are bounded for all t if

T i   pit)dt è A.
J o

The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem, which

implies Lyapunov's theorem.

Theorem. Let pit) ^0 be a non-negative, integrable, periodic function

of period T, and X the smallest eigenvalue of the boundary value problem

y" + \pit)y = 0,

y(0) + yiT) = 0,

y'(0) + y'iT) = 0.

If Tflpit)dtúA then X>1.

Proof. From the boundary conditions it is clear that the solution

y cannot be of constant sign. If X is the smallest eigenvalue y must

vanish precisely once in the half-open interval (0, T]. Also

y" gO        for y > 0

y" ^ 0       for y < 0.

Without loss of generality y(0) 2:0, and we suppose for the moment

that y'(0)^0. Since y"^0 the function has nonpositive curvature
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and if we suppose that y(c) =0 then y has precisely one maximum in

[0, c]. In the interval [c, T] y'^0, since y'(c)<0 and y'(L)gO and

y' cannot change sign in the interval. This would violate the condi-

tion y"=0. The case where y'(0) <0 is handled in a similar manner.

It follows that the closed interval [0, T] can be split into two sub-

intervals, in one of which y is nondecreasing, and in the other non-

increasing. In extreme cases one of these subintervals could vanish,

in which case | y\ max must occur on the boundary. Bearing in mind

these considerations and the boundary condition y(0)+y(T)=0 it

follows that

4(y2)ma* = (j   \y'\dt\   Ú T j  y'2dt.

Then

/if /» T n T f>T
v'Ht = X I    py2dt < \(y2)m^ I    pdt^X j    y'Ht

o J o J o J 0

so that X>1.

The proof of Lyapunov's theorem is completed by observing that

the first stability zone of the Hill's equation is given by 0<X<X. It

follows that X = 1 is in the stable region.

That this result is the best possible has been shown in [3]. For

p(t) = (i/T)h(t—T/2), an impulse function, a calculation shows that

X= 1. It is therefore plausible that for every e>0 a sufficiently close

approximation to the impulse function, for which Tflp(t)dt = i-\-t,

can be found for which X = l.
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